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Tech companies fail at fully understanding human behavior
Current cognitive computing solutions are disjointed, most companies focus on one recognition mode
which leads to major gaps in human behavior analysis.

Facial mode Voice mode Natural Language Processing (NLP) mode

Problem



Stern’s holistic approach
Understanding people requires a holitistic approach that takes into consideration multiple recognition modes such
as voice, facial expression, and gestures.

We developed our cybernetic brain: neuroscientific functions matching humain brain functions
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ü A comprehensive and in-depth analysis of human 
behavior.

ü Four recognition modes: facial, vocal, semantic and 
gestural patterns.

ü Technology integrating data from artificial 
intelligence, psychology, neurosciences, 
linguistics, anthropology, and sociology. 

ü Low Energy Consumption: Many of our algorithms are 
calculated in volatile memory.

ü Data privacy in the design: We do not store any video 
or audio data on our systems: we only retain the 
statistics we generate in a segmented and anonymous 
manner.

Value Proposition



Innovative 
technologies

• Developed in a R&D laboratory 
since its creation. 4 people regularly 
work in this laboratory in 
experimental cognitive sciences.

• Two patents registered: 
Ø Pivotal data model for 

multimodal analysis of human 
behaviour.

Ø Scalable platform for real-time 
analysis and reporting of 
human behaviour.

The platform 
captures the 

human 
behaviors

The analysis is 
based on cognitive 

sciences
and AI models

Stern send live alerts 
about people’s 

motivations,
emotions and needs
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AI Engine Analysis
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Behavior Alerts

3

Live Communication

How Our SaaS Platform Works



Speech-to-text:
24 languages

Unlike other single or so-called integrated

models used in the field of cognitive science,

we are the only company capable of using
four dimensions of integrated analysis: face,

voice, semantics and gesture.

Even when compared to the "Big Names" in the

market, we are leading in terms of technology,

algorithms and applications.

Facial expressions Face direction Age & Gender 
detection

Eye gaze & 
Movements 

(concentration)

Multiple face 
recognition

Body detection 
(gesture)

Arms + legs 
detection (gesture)

Fingers detection 
(gesture)

Mouth opening 
detection (gesture) Voice diarization

Voice matching 
with face

Competitive Advantage

NLP*: Natural Language Processing - focuses on processing the text in a literal sense, like what was said
NLU**: Natural Language Understanding - focuses on extracting the context and intent, or in other words, what was meant.

Voice intonation



Global Market Opportunity - Huge market size 

$335.4BAffective 
Computing

Cognitive 
Computing

$172.3B

$45.8B

$33.6B

$9.9B

Facial 
Recognition

Voice 
Recognition

NLP

We will position Stern at the intersection of the affective computing market and the cognitive computing
market, a market segment with tremendous upside and promise.



Q3 2022 Q4 2022 Q1 2023 Q2 2023 Q3 2023 Q4 2023 1st half 2024 2nd half 2024

V0
Platform V0:
Facial AND Vocal AND NLP Analysis
AND NLU Analysis (rogerian approach):
emotions, sentiments, affects, needs,
motivation, soft skills, satisfaction - FR/EN

V1

V2

New 
rogerian 

engines:40 
languages

Panel:
Crowd 

analysis

Roadmap of Company Strategy 
Major Version

AI

Engines 

Sales

Operations

Marketing

V3

Statistics:
inference 
basic stats

Advanced 
Statistics

Setup 
AI/ML 

& Super 
Computer

Erikson + 
Gesture 
engines

Berne 
engine 

(TA)

Predictive 
Analytics

Fund Raising: 2.6M€ for 20%

US 
deployment

Spain
deployment

Germany
deployment

New country
deployment

France: 2 clients
Spirit + Ayming

Hardware:
RT panel, 
glasses, 

security...

PayPerUse

SaaS self 
service,

High 
availability

Sponsors:
influencers,

famous 
people, TV

shows

Social 
networks, 
Personnal
networks,

Events

GDPR 
Compliant
+ Pricing 

model

HDS
Compliant

(health)
Hardware:
on-board 

computing

Influence
+ other 

cognitive 
engines
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Recognized for its strong 
technical expertise

Ø Collaborating with the LIED - UMR 8236 & the GEMASS 
– UMR 8598 of the CNRS (French National Centre for 
Scientific Research)

Ø Cooperating with the University of Paris Cité & Paris 
Sorbonne University

------------------------------------------------

ü Recognized and funded as a DeepTech company by 
BPI France (government investment agency)

ü Winner of Startup (Scale-Up) Program by OVHCloud

ü Member of “La French Tech – Paris Saclay”  and 
“France Digitale” (FD3’s top 500 AI startup)

ü Incubated by iXcampus (St-Germain-en-Laye)

ü One the top 10 AI French startups by EUStartup.news

ü Selected at major technology conferences such as 
VivaTech, Paris Saclay Spring, and CES Las Vegas



Christophe STERN
CEO

Gérald BRONNER
CSO

Richard VALENTI    
COO

Catherine LE FLOCH
VP Consulting

Sociologist, student of Raymond Boudon and
Gérald Bronner.

25 years of experience in IT management and
in leading complex transformation programs,
for prestigious clients (Saint-Gobain, BNP
Paribas, Generali, La Poste Group, Crédit
Agricole CIB...), as well as for high value-added
SMBs (Euronext, Ayming, Spirit, Xelians...).

Professor of Sociology (U. Paris), “Habilité à
Diriger des Recherches” (HDR) - the highest
French diploma.
Member of the Academy of Technologies and
Member of the National Academy of Medicine.
Student of Raymond Boudon.
Author of numerous books including his latest
best seller "Apocalypse Cognitive".
Appointed by Emmanuel Macron in early 2022
to head the Bronner Commission against
conspiracy and fake news.

Over 30 years of senior management
experience in leading European financial
institutions (e.g. BNP Paribas, Generali Bank,
Banque Populaire, BPCE Group).

Widely recognized for his strong expertise in
strategic projects (mergers, restructuring,
start-ups, innovation) and known for his
efficiency and ability to handle sensitive and
complex situations.

More than 20 years in strategy & innovation (La
Poste Group) and top management consulting
(Kearney).

Recognized for her management skills & ability
to conduct successfully complex
transformation programs.

Olivier LAPORTE
CTO

Audrey GUAZZONE
U.S. Business Development

Bénédicte COULANGES 
CFO

Céline STERN
Deputy CSO

Associate Research Director 
An expert engineer in creating and deploying
complex heterogeneous architectures for large
CAC40 groups (40 largest equities listed on
the Paris Stock Exchange).

Creative and open-minded technical leader.

15 years of French American technology
Company Experience.

Areas of expertise: North American Business
Development, Tech Product Management &
marketing, Customer Success.

CFO for more than 20 years in industry (Ginger,
Eaton, AIT-Stein) and services (Egis, Xelians).

Areas of expertise : Business plan, rolling
forecasts, various financial reports for investors,
shareholders and general management.

Technical Advisor for French Ministry of
Education

Areas of expertise : public procurement,
education, training, legal, arts.

Our TeamTeam



In the old world, whether you were doing a
conference or a simple meeting, you were
in direct contact with human beings.

You saw their reactions and were able to
adapt your speech accordingly.

Today, this is much more difficult with
video conferencing, and even more so
when people don't have their cameras on!

The speaker is focused on his speech.

His perception of the audience goes
something like this…

Available 06/2023: “mAnyone” (real time crowd analysis)
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“Indeed, the speaker is a great leader!” “Hum... Confusing...”

mAnyone gives the feedback to the
presenter in real time.
mAnyone does not provide any personal
data on a specific individual è privacy first

mAnyone analyzes the general atmosphere:
if the audience is distracted, attentive or
enthusiastic... even if the camera is turned
off in the video conferencing tool!
mAnyone can segment the audience
according to socio-demographic criteria.

“Indeed, the speaker is a great leader!”



People’s behaviors are an indicator of
potential incidents, but cars, boats, planes
and trains are not equipped to detect
anything.

Stern proposes to change this, by developing
a human behavior AI platform that delivers
actionable triggers and alerts to
transportation vehicles: Car, train, bus, boat,
plane.

By gathering biometrics in addition to Stern’s
behavioral data, Stern plans to change the
travel incident paradigm from reactivity to
proactivity.

By acting on these alerts, car manufacturers
and carriers will have a positive impact in
consumer health.

è Discover our partnership with Renault in
their new concept car at Vivatech
(Paris, June 14-17, 2023)!

What Stern Tech can detect

ü Camera & microphones from 
public or private sources

ü Optional biometric data from 
phones, wearables and sensors… 
to improve our behavioral 
interpretations

ü Fatigue

ü Stress
Available now 

ü Nausea

ü Vertigo

ü Epilepsy

ü Headaches

ü Mental disorders 

Coming next

ü Drugs or alcohols 
consumption

Requiring research 
collaborations (in progress)

Data inputs

Available 06/2023: Our mobility e-health proposal

Only few € / month / car



Stern Demo
Real-time 
analysis

Live Capturing

Demo Screen

Generic Demo in French (English subtitles):
https://youtu.be/-3FdCPMq2wg

On-board computer use case:
https://youtu.be/ZZPb3pX7wXQ (French)

https://youtu.be/OJru9E4hNNc (US)

https://youtu.be/-3FdCPMq2wg
https://youtu.be/ZZPb3pX7wXQ
https://youtu.be/OJru9E4hNNc


Pricing Model 2022/26



Business Plan 2023-2027
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